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Introduction

The ability of high-speed communication ICs to operate at max defined speed (more than several gigabits NRZ) is often characterized by Rise/Fall time parameter (pulse edge speed). This parameter values stated at specification have to be proved and guaranteed by production test. However, direct rise/fall time measurement is usually enough complicated, time and cost spending. This can show stopper at achieving the smallest cost which is absolutely critical both for components and whole devices such as USB 3.0, or others.

The relevant IC-test deliverers mainly utilize the most popular “Catalyst GIGADIG”-instrument for RF-test at high volume and low cost production. It’s not enough convenient for time-domain measurements at more than several gigabits, but able to ensure the productive frequency-domain test up to 6GHz of sine signal [1].

The objective of this work is the investigation and bringing of the prompt result on ability of non-direct frequency-domain test to provide the sorting of communication ICs in terms of operation at max speed, such as 10Gbps. It’s intended to help customer at achieving the low cost and required accuracy at high volume production test.

Essentials of the method

Periodic waveforms such as the sine curve of alternating current can be represented as a Fourier series. A Fourier series is an infinite sum of sine and cosine terms, which are themselves periodic, and therefore useful in representing a periodic function. Other periodic functions include sawtooth waves, square waves, and rectified half-waves. Given a function \( f(x) \) of period \( 2\pi \), a Fourier series for that function is of the form [2]:

\[
\begin{align*}
f(x) &= \frac{a_0}{2} + \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left[ a_n \cos(nx) + b_n \sin(nx) \right] \\
&= a_0 + a_1 \cos(x) + a_2 \cos(2x) + a_3 \cos(3x) + \ldots \\
&+ b_1 \sin(x) + b_2 \sin(2x) + b_3 \sin(3x) + \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

where the Fourier coefficients \( a_n \) and \( b_n \) are given by the following equations

\[
\begin{align*}
a_n &= \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} f(x) \cos(nx) \, dx, \\
b_n &= \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} f(x) \sin(nx) \, dx.
\end{align*}
\]

Consider the square wave (see Fig.1). This appears to be a difficult case - the rather angular square wave does not look as if it will be readily expanded in terms of sine and cosine functions.

Fig 1. Square wave harmonics

The coefficients in the expansion can be determined from the formulae given previous, just draw \( \cos(x) \) to see that its integral from \( 0 \to \pi \) is zero, so \( a_n = 0 \) (for all \( n \)).

For the \( b_n \) coefficients we have,

\[
b_n = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} \sin(nx) \left[ \frac{-\cos(n\pi)}{n} \right] \, dn = \frac{1}{n\pi} (1-\cos(n\pi))
\]

But,

\[
\cos(n\pi) = \begin{cases} 
+1, & \text{if } n \text{ is even} \\
-1, & \text{if } n \text{ is odd}
\end{cases}
\]

so,
The sum continues to an infinite number of terms. From formulae 7, we can see that square signal is determined by odd harmonics”.

In the following we are going to consider only 3rd harmonic behavior

Test setup

The key device is spectrum analyzer which displays a power spectrum over a given frequency range, changing the display as the properties of the signal change (Fig. 2).

![Test setup block schematic](image)

Fig. 2. Test setup block schematic

There is a trade-off between how quickly the display can be updated and the frequency resolution, which is for example relevant for distinguishing frequency components that are close together. With a digital spectrum analyzer, the frequency resolution is \( \Delta f = 1 / T \), the inverse of the time \( T \) over which the waveform is measured and Fourier transformed. With an analog spectrum analyzer, it is dependent on the bandwidth setting of the bandpass filter. However, an analog spectrum analyzer will not produce meaningful results if the filter bandwidth (in Hz) is smaller than the square root of the sweep speed (in Hz/s), which means that an analog spectrum analyzer can never beat a digital one in terms of frequency resolution for a given acquisition time. Choosing a wider bandpass filter will improve the signal-to-noise ratio at the expense of a decreased frequency resolution.

The spectrum analyzer does not need to be specified at very wide frequency range. If there is IC with speed of 10Gbit/s, used for communications, the spectrum analyzer enough to measure to 6 GHz to fulfill all time-domain measurements. So the test equipment can be used more cheaply.

Test results.

The correlation between time-domain parameter values (Rise/Fall time) and frequency-domain test results (3rd harmonic data) was used as criteria of frequency-domain method availability.

![Graph](image)

Fig. 3. Measurements with different PCBoards made. PCBoard trace length respectively: a:0 mm, b:52 mm, c:102mm, d:152mm, e:202mm

![Graph](image)

Fig. 4. 3rd Harmonic vs Rise time over the \( f_{in}=1...6\text{GHz} \). Test provided on four samples having the different Rise time@11.3Gpbs

At the beginning five PCBoards with different signal trace lengths (a: 0 mm, b:52 mm, c:102mm, d:152mm, e:202mm) were prepared and tested on both Rise/Fall time at 10Gbps and 3rd harmonic at 4 GHz input sinewave. Test results shown at Fig. 3 demonstrate the clear correlation between Rise/Fall time and 3rd harmonic distortion.

Whereat the four communication IC-samples with different Rise/Fall time in the range 19…50ps at 11.3Gbps were prepared. Frequency-domain measurements were provided over the different frequency range 1...6GHz. The good correlation between Rise/Fall time and 3rd harmonic distortion was provided in this case too (see Fig. 4).
Conclusion

The Promising Method of IC Operation Speed Testing based on 3-rd Harmonic Frequency-measurement have been investigated both by using the different samples of PCBoards and communication ICs.

This method is designed for production test of communication ICs in terms of operation at max speed, such as 10Gbps. It is able to replace the expensive, time and cost consuming time-domain measurements and intended to help customer at achieving the low cost and required accuracy at high volume production.

The investigation had been provided with limited time and resources, and was successfully integrated to manufacturing process. This method is efficient for large variety of High-speed ICs at the Production test (sorting).
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